
ARE ZOOS CRUEL

Neurological distress in zoo animals is so common that it has its own the world has woken up to the cruelty of keeping
marine animals, like.

Zoos are not much more than a collection of sad and exploited animals and are giving a very bad example
about how we should treat these fellow occupants of our Earth. If zoos make less money that means less
money to spend on enclosures and the conditions for the animals get even worse. Using the money for
conservation programs in the wild - by creating more protected reserves for instance - will not only allow the
animals to live in their natural habitat, it also helps balance whole eco-systems. Elephants in the wild, are used
to traveling many miles a day in herds of about ten related adults and their offspring. Elephants at a zoo. Polar
bear at a zoo. Some zoos actually give anti-depressants or tranquillizers to control the behavior problems of
some of their animals. The animals can become bored, depressed and institutionalised. Zoo animals have to
spend day after day, week after week, year after year in the exact same enclosure. Language level:. These
surplus animals are either killed - and sometimes fed to their fellow zoo habitants - or sold to other zoos or
dealers. A zoo may be unable to keep a large enough number of individual animals to provide a sufficiently
varied gene pool for the species to breed without problems. Even animals that are bred in zoos still retain their
natural instincts after many generations of captive breeding. The video below may be disturbing to some
viewers. I really don't agree with zoos at all. However, I am aware that there are lots of people who don't
support these establishments. Biologists who study animals understand this, choosing instead to rely on strict
observational evidence in their research. It's a bit of fun. Lots of toys are usually put in exhibits to prevent
animals from getting bored. An animal kept in a zoo will lead a different life to an animal that lives in the
wild, for example animals in zoos don't have to hunt for food. Seems so cruel. This covers all the
strange-looking repetitive behaviors we can recognize in captive animals, like zoo animals. Now, aged 20, I
still enjoy visiting them. It is no surprise that elephants don't do well in zoos at all. Poll Results: I really don't
agree with zoos at all. This is because zoos don't provide the right environment for a successful captive
breeding project. They support this opinion by asserting a couple different things. Where else do you get to see
those amazing, large elephants?


